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By Latoya Coleman
Edited by Madeline Blue Schussel

Blackbird House is the perfectly decorated 
home of your Colorful American Dreams.

The seats are velvet. The plants are lush. 
The kitchen is stocked. The Kombucha is 
on tap. The theater room has a stage with 
elevated seats around the perimeter. There’s 
a guided meditation held Monday thru Friday 
at 3 PM in the Bird Loft. The multi-functional 
classroom has a whiteboard ready for meetings 
and lessons of all kinds.

When you arrive at 10600 Virginia Avenue 
in Culver City, the music, colors, smells, and 
textures welcome you as if you are a queen 
entering your palace. Instantly, you’ll notice 
that somewhere in the 12,000 square feet of 
this space, someone has thought of everything: 
there’s a water station that serves sparkling, 
lemon mint, coconut, and lemon water; there’s 
a fitness room with weights, cork floors, a 
bench, kettlebells, a wall with a mirror from 
floor to ceiling, and wall space for the soon-
to-arrive TonalTM fitness system.

This royal sanctuary is Blackbird House, 

the first-ever private global collective geared 
towards women of Color and their allies. To 
founder/owner and Woman of Color Bridgid 
Coulter, Birdhouse is so much more than a 
pretty, Instagramable co-working space. “It’s a 
work home for Women of Color,” she explains. 
“I wanted to create a space that really integrated 
our three pillars–Productivity, Wellness, and 
Community–creating a holistic experience.” 
Bridgid talks to me effortlessly as she walks 
backwards, also effortlessly, during our 11-
AM tour.

Bridgid and I have just wrapped up my VIP 
tour of this whole oasis, which she designed 
(along with her design team). It was an elevated 
version of what I imagine all new or potential 
members get to experience, but led by her staff, 
instead of the founder. I felt honored as Bridgid 
welcomed me in the waiting room, which has 
5 full-length mirrors, a wall-length couch, 
and two plush velvet chairs. Bridgid took 
me through her meticulously-planned design 
elements, while explaining: “Everything is 
about two inches lower–the table, the chairs–
just so that we have a little bit more of a 
lounge feel. So, it’s professional–you still get 
work done. But the whole idea is to, like, be 
at home. To be like a Blackbird House,” she 

says, lighting up.

Surprisingly, this large space manages to 
feel cozy. The color palette of teal, sea-foam, 
plum, tangerine; the textures of wood, velvet, 
fringe (Morrocan rugs) — all make the place 
feel sexy, regal and girly–but no too girly, so 
male allies can feel comfortable in the space 
as well.

I thank Bridgid immensely for the tour, as 
I sit down on a teal armchair in the open area 
that’s sandwiched between the patio and the 
desk-space area. “I mean, we need a castle if 
we’re going to be dealing with queens, right?” 
she winks, as she rests our drinks on the 
Mahogany table. With my pad and pen on my 
lap and my gingerade kombucha in my right 
hand, I have to confess, I do feel like we’re 
sitting queen-on-queen. Bridgid sits in front of 
me on a large, seafoam colored velvet couch 
that is big enough to be shaped like a bracket. 
She’s kicked off her flip flops and is sitting 
cross-legged with her cold brew, also from on 
tap, in hand. She has on a long, flowy, navy 
dress that cloaks her legs as she folds them in, 
and her honey-blonde highlighted afro glistens 
as the sun hits her through the glass wall that 
serves as our backdrop. Every detail here is so 
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charmingly perfect that I secretly want to stay 
here and write all day–or maybe even sneak in 
a workout if I can.

“I wanted to create an elevated experience 
with textile and textual color,” she shares, 
“so that when you’re in your space, you feel 
like a boss–or that what’s going on inside is 
reflected outside.” Bridgid has been in the 
design industry for over 10 years, and as 
the owner and principal designer at Bridgid 
Coulter Designs (her boutique studio), she has 
most definitely developed expertise in creating 
spaces that bring delight.

Born and raised in Alameda, California, 
Bridgid spent her childhood running across 
the street to her grandparents’ house to get the 
“good food her grandmother made,” because 
her parents worked a lot. As a young girl, even 
though she didn’t have a lot, she realized the 
importance of curated spaces, and was always 
rearranging furniture in the living room and 
coming up with new things to do to the kitchen–
but she never thought about it as a career. 
Eventually, she went to school for acting and 
graduated from UCLA’s Theater Department. 
After being an actress full time for 10 years 
(on hit 90s shows like Martin and A Different 
World), she got married and started her own 
family. With two kids, her schedule changed a 
lot, and she realized that she no longer wanted 

to act full time. So, she went back to school 
and completed UCLA’s highly regarded post-
graduate Interior Design Program (a Master’s-
level equivalent), through which she gained a 
deeper understanding of design complexities. 
After having her own studio in Santa Monica 
for 10 years, she moved her business into a 
co-working space owned by women. During 
her search process for the right collaborative 
workspace, she began to notice a void in what 
was out there.

“I visited about 30 [co-working spaces] 
between LA, San Francisco, and New York, 
trying them out when I was on the road. And 
I really loved it,” she says, playing with her 
necklace. “There’s something exciting about 
entrepreneurs and strivers and other people 
doing their thing [together]–even if it’s just to 
say hi at the water station and get back to work. 
My team got a lot of work done [when I found 
us a place, and there] were People of Color 
who were buying in and were members, but it 
was pretty…” she ponders, “the diversity was 
lacking, and really, we weren’t represented in 
a meaningful way.”

“And I wanted to see and be around People 
of Color doing this thing,” she continues. “I 
thought: ‘well–let me find that.’ And I didn’t 
find it existed. And it didn’t exist [until] at 
least last April.”

From there, Blackbird formed. Last year, 
Bridgid started talking to the “boss women” 
in her life about an idea to start a collective 
for Women of Color, and these women would 
later form Blackbird’s Advisory Board. 
The entirely WOC Board includes Dayna 
Lynne North (writer and executive producer 
of HBO’s Insecure), Valeria Hernandez 
(community organizer), Christina Gomes 
(social entrepreneur), and Toni Thompson 
(tech and entertainment media strategist).

Finally, two months ago, following endless 
paperwork involving 35 lawyers and countless 
advisory meetings where she had to show 
her bank statements to support that she could 
fund the space herself, Bridgid secured 10600 
Virginia Avenue. She signed the lease and 
launched this innovative hub amidst demand 
to get things up and running as quickly as 
possible.

The demand was so high, in fact, that she 
first had her own personal furniture in the space 
while everything came together. Reports like 
those from Vice.com highlight the enormity of 
the need for a Blackbird: only 56 co-working 
spaces in the past decade have focused on 
community for POC. That’s a tiny fraction 
(barely 1%) of the 4,000 coworking spaces 
that currently exist across the country. It’s 
also a scary tiny number considering that the 
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Global Co-working Unconference Conference 
(GCUC) reports that memberships at co-
working spaces will double to well over a 
million, with physical environments reaching 
over 6,000 nationwide by 2022.

As cityscapes start to gentrify, safe spaces 
for People of Color are dwindling, and there 
has been a recent upward trend of White 
people calling the police on Black people 
at Starbucks, public pools, and dormitories. 
The #MeToo movement has also unveiled a 
“frat boy” culture in the workplace, making it 
ever-more important to find work sanctuaries 
for women. Even in some inclusive spaces, 
there have been reported incidents of micro-
aggressions that have led Black members 
to openly quit. This lack of diversity in the 
entrepreneurial landscape, as well as in the 
more predictable corporate setting, sparked 
Bridgid to merge her philanthropic passions 
with her design degree to create the work 
collective that was missing.

Blackbird landed in Culver City on Saturday, 
October 26th. After being open for only two 
months, it has 135 memberships made up of 
10% men and 90% women. Bridgid emphasizes 

the importance of the WOC and their allies 
working together, especially considering 
Blackbird’s 5 and 10-year global expansion 
plan. “You can really have a global impact 
if you’re open and inclusive. And I didn’t 
want to be exclusive, even if it’s private.” As 
of right now, you can become a member by 
going to Blackbird House’s website (https://
www.blackbird.house/) and answering their 
90-second,13-question survey. They offer 
four membership levels: Bouquet, Ensemble, 
Branch, and A Glittering that start as low as 
$195 per month and go all the way up to $8,000 
per month. Outside of their programming, 
like town halls and B-talks, they also have a 
mentorship program that connects members 
with other like-minded people. Bridgid’s 5-year 
national expansion plan includes building more 
Blackbird Houses in three more LA locations, 
and in other big cities like Atlanta, Chicago, 
DC and maybe even Philadelphia. After that, 
the plan is to build Blackbird Houses across 
the pond in London, Acura, Paris, and South 
Africa. “You know, the idea is to continue… 
nurturing,” she says. “I was going to say 
‘balance,’ but I don’t know if anything is [truly] 
balanced. But the idea is to keep building these 
nurturing homes, all aligned to productivity, 

wellness, and community–the things we want 
in our [very own] homes.”

The concept of ‘home’ is ingrained in the 
name of Bridgid’s space. It was inspired, 
she tells me, by the world-renowned song 
Blackbird by the infamous Beatles. Inspired 
by the rising racial tensions in the US during 
the Spring of 1968 following the assassinations 
of Martin Luther King, Jr. and The Little Rock 
Nine, the Beatles wrote Blackbird in rhythmic 
support of the Civil Rights Movement, and to 
praise Black women, in particular, for their 
strength. Bridgid admits that once she learned 
the meaning behind the song, she knew it 
would be the perfect name. “I never knew 
they were talking about us. That idea that, 
as Women of Color, your moment has come. 
Powerful. ‘Take these broken wings and learn 
to fly. All your life, you were only waiting for 
this moment to arise. Blackbird fly, Blackbird 
fly.’”

Bridgid explains the impact of those 
lyrics: “All those words in that song…are so 
hauntingly beautiful. [The song] means it’s 
your time to fly, so you should fly to the most 
beautiful place you can.”
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Would you say 2019 as far as acting Has 
been a good year for Deric?

2019 has been a fantastic year for me. I was 
blessed with the opportunity to work on two 
great projects; NBA 2k20 and Godfather of 
Harlem. It has also been a great year in gen-
eral in my growth personally, spiritually, eco-
nomically and socially. I can’t wait to experi-
ence more blessings in 2020.

You have had the op-
portunity to act in 2 
different type of roles 
but both are super 
well known correct?

Yes, that is correct. 
First, I got the opportu-
nity to be the lead char-
acter in NBA 2K20. My 
character name is “Che” 
and he’s a pronominal 
college basketball play-
er who is expected to 
be an early draft pick 
in the NBA. His oppor-
tunity to make it to the 
NBA is altered when he 
sits out his last colle-
giate year for standing 
up for one of his team-
mates. I’m also playing 
“Cassius Clay” in the 
TV show Godfather of 
Harlem on Epix. I tru-
ly believe Cassius Clay 
(Muhammad Ali) is the 
biggest sports Icon that 
ever lived. He is not 
only know for being a 
phenomenal boxer but 
he’s also know for be-
ing an equal rights ac-
tivist, philanthropist, 
a leader in his spiritu-
al faith and an overall 
great man. Even though 

these were totally two different characters 
they share the same passion for their craft, 
which triggers their journeys.

I know this article is coming from a tech 
angle but we need to talk briefly about 
your role on Godfather of Harlem that 
airs on Epix network: You play Cassius 
Clay on the show?

Yes, I am playing Cassius Clay on the TV 
show Godfather of Harlem. The show is an 
American crime written by Chris Brancato 
and Paul Eckstein. The show focuses around 
Bumpy Johnson played by Forest Whitaker.

When you heard you landed the part of a 
Icon after jumping out of the window and 
letting it settle in How did you begin to 
prepare for the role?

Vickie Thomas is the casting director for this 
amazing project. When I first got the audi-
tion, I was ecstatic and nervous. I was only 
nervous because this was a huge character in 
a great show, with iconic actors, such as For-
est Whitaker and Vincent D’Onofrio.

I studied the material and studied all the foot-
age I could find on Muhammad Ali. After the 
first audition, I got the callback and then I 
tested for the network. It was a long process 

but it worked out in my 
favor. I believe that if 
you properly prepared 
for a challenge, success 
will eventually grant 
you a passage. This is 
probably the biggest 
role I’ve booked so far 
but I’ve put in hours 
and hours of studying 
and training towards my 
craft. I’ve been acting 
since I was in middle 
school. I started off do-
ing plays and then fell 
in love with the craft 
when I studied drama 
in college. After I grad-
uated from college, I 
moved to NYC, where 
I continued to study. 
All those years of hard 
work are starting to pay 
off. So this is why I’m 
able to work at this ca-
pacity now. 
 
Did you feel a lot of 
pressure because there 
is so much footage of 
Cassius Clay that it 
was easy for people 
to troll if they felt you 
didn’t do the role jus-
tice?

After I got the job, I 
didn’t allow the pres-
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sure of the character to overwhelm me. I 
knew it was going to be a challenge but I 
accepted it confidently. I watched so much 
footage of him leading up to my first work-
day. For me, I wanted to be as authentic 
as I could while being as natural as possi-
ble. I studied his voice, tone, mannerisms, 
movements, personality and other traits. I 
was working out six days a week and I in-
creased my calorie intake to put on a few ex-
tra pounds. The day we shot the first scene 
of episode 4, people were coming up to me 
in that gym and saying I sound just like him. 
Some of the older extras that knew him well 
at that age praised my performance. I felt 
like I did something right.

Have any of the family members com-
mented on your performance?

No, none of his family members contacted 
my team or I to give any feedback on my 
performance. 
 
What was your takeaway from working 
with Academy Award Winning Actor For-
est Whitaker?

I’ve worked with many actors in my career 
and I would say that Forest is one of the 
most humble, pleasant and nicest people I’ve 
worked with given his extraordinary accom-
plishments. Working with him felt like I was 
in a master class. When I work with someone 
of his caliber I always try to learn as much as 
possible. The cast recently attended an event 
here in LA and he pulled me aside and aside 
“Your performance was perfect. I couldn’t 
imagine anyone else in that role”. That meant 
so much to me. It gave me an extra boost of 
confidence

Now let’s get into the tech questions. 
 
Let’s start of with a simple explanation 
of why they cast an actor for My Career 
story mode for a basketball game people 
think it’s pick a team and play can sum-
marize why Che was necessary for NBA 
2k20?

My Career mode is similar to a movie in-
side of a video game. It’s real acting, with 
real scripts, cameras, actors, producers and 
a director. The idea of this year’s My Career 

mode was to bring a big budget movie ex-
perience into this video game world so the 
gamers could feel like they are part of a big-
ger experience.

Before you were cast as Che on NBA 2k20, 
were you familiar with the franchise?

Of course I was familiar with the franchise. 
I’ve been playing NBA 2K for years. When I 
found out that I was auditioning for this proj-
ect I was eager to book it. 
 
Was your process for preparation for the 
character the same as it was for Cassius 
Clay?

The preparation for Cassius was different 
from 2K. Cassius was a real iconic sports 
legend. I could bring a little of my own per-
sonality into the role of Che. After I learned 
the material, I made it my own so I could 
come off as natural as possible while staying 
in the context of the story line.

When Che was asked by a reporter “You 
Chose to sit out “ Che responded “I chose 
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to stand up” was that a political statement 
addressed to the climate that we are  
currently experiencing in sports?

In the story, Che’s best friend, Porter, unjust-
ly loses his scholarship and Che stands up 
for me. Che is the top player at his college 
so he has the power to bring the situation to 
light. He knew what the athletic department 
and the school did was not moral. The deci-
sion to risk everything and stand up for what 
was right came with consequences. But, He 
eventually is rewarded for his heroic act and 
makes it to the NBA. I think that in today’s 
world many of our sports figures are final-
ly standing up for what they believe is right. 
They are using their platform to shine a light 
on racial discrimination, political issues, 
police brutality, unfair labor practices, and 
other issues and injustices that need to be ad-
dressed. 
 
Did you get to record you actual scene 

with Idris and Rosario in person or did 
you record all your parts solo?

Idris and Rosario actually came to the 2K 
studio and we performed our scenes together. 
Working with those two was so cool. They 
were easy to get along with and are mas-
ters of their craft. I truly believe that we will 
cross paths again soon.

Did they use ADR with someone else’s 
voice and you followed or were you the 
original voice for your character?

I AM CHE. Users are playing the video 
game with my voice, movements, manner-
isms, styles and swag.

I know it’s a video came but Che looks 
like you: what was the process to make the 
character resemble your likeness?

This was my first video game role so com-
ing into it I didn’t 
know what to 
expect. I had an 
amazing director, 
Sheldon Candis, 
who helped me tap 
into the role and 
guided me through-
out the process. 
We had a couple of 
weeks of prep work 
where we shot 
some scenes to fa-
miliarize ourselves 
with the script and 
movements. This 
allowed me and 
the other actors to 
discover our char-
acters and mold 
them to perfection. 
After prep, the real 
shooting began at 
2k’s motion capture 
studio in San Fran-
cisco.

The 2K team are 
tech geniuses. First, 
they scanned my 
face using tech-

nology that created an avatar that is a split 
image of me. Then they motion-captured my 
entire body using the motion-capture suit that 
I had to wear that syncs with their cameras. 
They made the entire magic come together 
using hundreds of cameras in their studio. It 
was amazing.

Now that you have had a taste of the video 
game world are you interested in explor-
ing further through acting / voice-over?

I am definitely interested into working on 
voice-over projects and I would love to book 
more motion-capture projects as well. One 
of my favorite movies is Avatar and I would 
like to work on a film of that caliber. I al-
ready have the experience so I’m sure the 
universe will make that happen. 
 
Lebron James and his partner Maverick 
Carter who own Springhill Entertainment 
produced the story mode: Did you make 
friends with them so you can act in some 
of the future projects?

It was a pleasure working with the Spring 
Hill group. I was impressed by the fact that 
they are a young talented company with 
brilliant ideas and a vision for success. I’ve 
made a great connection and work relation-
ship with those guys. Hopefully we will 
work together again soon. They are currently 
working on Space Jam 2 and House Party 2. 
They have their hands busy so if they think 
of me for a role I’m sure they will reach out 
to my team.

What’s next on the Deric Augustine Acting 
journey?

This has been a great year and I can only 
pray that God blesses me with an even better 
2020. I am currently in the process selling a 
script that I wrote. It’s a feature film based on 
a true story about black Egyptians. It will be 
a blockbuster hit in the future. I’m also in the 
process of writing two books. So, I’m real-
ly busy these days. I want to finish this year 
off strong. I’m coming back to Godfather of 
Harlem next year for season 2. I also have 
another feature film coming out soon called 
It’s Time where I’m playing a football player.
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Like it does for many of us, most mornings 
for Chef Darryl Burnette begin with him 
brewing a fresh cup of coffee.

Unlike it does for almost any of us, Darryl 
takes his cup of joe into the elevator of his 
Harlem condo and travels up to the communal 
rooftop garden…with a joint also in hand. 
Then, he tells me, he “plays around in the 
dirt,” picking fresh vegetables for the meals 
he’ll need at his 6 PM opening.

I’m referring to the daily hours of Darryl’s 
own tiny restaurant, Belle Harlem.

“Yeah, we’re lucky enough to live right 
down the block–we’re like three minutes 
away,” Darryl confesses. “A couple years 
ago, I approached the Super of my building 
and asked if I could plant some tomatoes and 
stuff–and then, that led to some green beans 
and mint, and now, we’re kind of taking over 

the rooftop.”
On this Thursday morning–1 PM his time–

our 30-minute phone interview is quickly 
turning into a 60-minute chat. Through the 
sound waves, Darryl exemplifies welcoming 
comfort: he has a passionate but pleasant 
voice, with a Southern twang drizzled over 
words like “South” and “Grandma.”

“It’s a lot of fun to have vegetables grown 
in Harlem–like we’re really bringing them 
‘down the block’ into the restaurant,” he adds.

Darryl’s out-of-the-box mindset helped him 
see the rooftop of his condo as a space to grow 
a building garden. That same mindset helped 
him transform a former 275-square-foot 
clothing boutique into an intimate, 12-seat, 
one-table restaurant. Among his innovations 
are the “Southern Chic” dishes that he serves, 
including in-house jalapeño truffle banana 
syrup atop the old standard Chicken and 
Waffles, his waffles thin and wafer like.

Like many chefs, opening his own New-
York-City restaurant was Darryl’s dream. But 

here are some truly scary Manhattan statistics: 
according to a frequently-cited study by Ohio 
State University, 60% of restaurants close in 
their first year, and 80% of restaurants don’t 
make it past year four. It can be a seriously 
risky and costly venture to open a food service 
in the Big Apple. But when Darryl and his 
wife-and-business-partner, Melissa, saw this 
small space tucked between 138th and 139th 
Streets on Adam Clayton Powell, across the 
street from the historic Striver Row–they knew 
they had to have it. And as fans of HGTV’s hit 
show Tiny House, Big Living, they knew not 
only that they could transform 275 square feet 
into a small restaurant with big bold favors, 
but also, that they could afford to run it on 
their own–without the need for investors.

But it wasn’t a smooth transition, and things 
didn’t always work out as planned. After 
meeting with the property owners, Darryl and 
his wife tried to raise the funds they did need 
through Kickstarter. “And ya know what?” 
Darryl tells me, “the Kickstarter program 
didn’t work.” While someone else may have 
taken that as a failure, Darryl simply realized: 
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“If it’s something that you really want to do and 
you really believe in, you have to keep looking 
for different ways to make it happen.” So they 
ditched the Kickstarter route, got a small loan 
from a local community bank, refinanced their 
apartment, and with all those funds combined, 
opened Belle Harlem in October 2016.

The challenges didn’t end there, though. 
When Belle Harlem first opened, Darryl 
knew that he couldn’t roll out a traditional 
big restaurant business plan, so he had to try 
different methods until he got it right. His 
original plan was to feed everyone the same 
meal. An idea inspired by a 2019 Michelin-
Star-winner, Lazy Bear in San Francisco, 
the goal is to create a large dinner-party 
experience. Lazy Bear seats 40 people at 
two long, communal tables and serves them 
in a farm-to-table style. The key parts of the 
structure Darryl hoped to emulate were the 

unique communal service and the pre-sale 
tickets (people could buy their seats a month 
ahead of time). For around $175 per 6 or 8:30 
PM dinner-seating, a pre-selected menu of 10 
to 15 small plates would be delivered to the 
table on a careful schedule. After one night 
of service on this model, however, Darryl 
realized this wasn’t going to work him. Mainly, 
his Harlem crowd didn’t want to be told what 
to eat. So he and his wife went on to Plan B: 
12 seats, reservations or walk-ins welcome, 
with a menu that changes seasonally–a hefty 
$75 dollar, 48-hour cancelation policy for 
reservations–and all things still made from 
scratch (from the pasta to the ice cream) with 
foods grown on his rooftop.

While Darryl is happy that this plan worked 
out, he admits they also had a Plan C. “I had 
in the back of my mind that, uh, if this second 
idea, this model didn’t work–I could still sell 

hotdogs…or something,” he laughs. “At the 
end of the day, it was just a space.”

Darryl’s architectural draftsman degree 
from Virginia Western Community College 
(VWCC) allows him to see the potential of 
spaces beyond their walls. Born and raised in 
South Virginia, Darryl doesn’t recall seeing a 
lot of People of Color in professional positions 
growing up. “This is totally my opinion–
but for a Person of Color, [opportunity] was 
very limited. You didn’t see a lot of Black 
professionals or teachers or anything like 
that where I’m from. And I always knew I 
wanted something different.” Cooking beside 
his grandmother, helping her prep for Sunday 
dinners, sparked Darryl’s passion for making 
food. But it wasn’t until watching a segment 
on The Food Network about Ethiopian-
Swedish chef Marcus Samuelsson that he 
thought to himself, “Wow, look at this Black 
chef, and he’s doing well!” It finally “struck” 
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Darryl to think about cooking professionally. 
“Like, huh–I never really thought about the 
opportunity of becoming a chef, and I love to 
cook!” he adds with an audible smile.

As his wife was completing her Fashion 
Merchandising degree, they packed up and 
moved to New York City. Darryl trained at 
The Culinary Institute of America, and after 
graduating, he worked for a plethora of chefs 
in the city, like at Bergdorf Goodman’s BG 
Restaurant and at Jean-Georges Vongerichten’s 
Spice Market (which served about 600 people 
a night). These chefs, he says, really taught him 
how to cook, and they also introduced him to 
traditional French cuisine. More importantly, 
Darryl feels like they taught him about what 
he didn’t want to do. “[I learned] that I didn’t 
want someone else cooking my food,” he 
chuckles.

In his early days in the culinary world, 
Darryl “bounced around a lot.” “I had to,” he 
tells me. “I wasn’t able to financially afford 

to give five, ten years to, you know, some 
big-name chef in order for him to finally, you 
know, give me a tap on the shoulders to be his 
Executive Chef…So I had to go off and do my 
own thing.”

With the help of a few strong women in his 
life, he went off and did his own thing four 
years ago.

Belle Harlem was inspired by Darryl’s 
grandmother, who raised 17 kids and “made 
shit happen;” his aunts; his wife; and by the 
professional “badass and, in some cases, 
ballin’” ladies he witnessed as Executive Chef 
at Bergdorf Goodman’s. He named the place 
“Belle” as an ode to all of these women.

Every day, Darryl recreates a cozy-party 
dining experience you might similarly get if 
you walked into his and Melissa’s home. “I love 
that I’m in front of the customers creating food, 
serving wine, controlling the music,” Darryl 
explains, as he talks about the benefits of being 

in a tight space. “We decided that we’re going 
to make the work part of our life entertaining.” 
If Belle Harlem had followed the traditional 
restaurant structure, Darryl would have been 
behind a wall in the kitchen, or in some cases, 
tucked away in a dark office in the basement 
of his restaurant, with someone else serving an 
interpretation of his food. Yet he was able to 
create something uniquely intimate, a feeling 
he felt was lacking in the large restaurants he 
worked at. There would be servers taking your 
order, going around a revolving door all night, 
but not really paying attention to details like 
plating and wine pairing–or to how you were 
feeling about any of it.

You might assume Darryl would want 
to expand Belle quickly, but he tells me he 
actually enjoys the company of his select 
guests. It brings him back to his bartender days 
at Applebees, when life was fairly simple and 
social skills were the highest priority. While 
the intimacy is a unique benefit of Belle, 
Darryl also recognizes some of the challenges 
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of being so up-close-and-personal–mainly, 
that he’s only an arm’s length away from 
any unhappy customer who might choose to 
express their dissatisfaction. He also notes that 
some customers now and then…might get a 
little rambunctiously drunk.

Another challenge Darryl is still trying to 
understand is the lack of diversity in Michelin 
Star reviews, a prestigious hotel-and-restaurant 
rating system that awards up to three stars for 
excellence. “You know,” he tells me, “at the 
top of every year, they do like the Top 50 Best 
Restaurants in the World? There’s no Black 
chefs on this list–if so, there are just, like, one 
or two throughout the years.” Since accolades 
like Michelin Stars can directly influence a 
chef’s bottom line, Darryl isn’t the only one to 
have noticed this issue. But more accurately, 
an analysis carried out by The Guardian in 
their Bias in Britain series found that out of 
165 Michelin-rated UK restaurants, only 10 
were led by Black and South Asian chefs. 
This is still a disappointing ratio. “I’m starting 
to think that maybe I should stop going to 
these restaurants, and maybe we should create 

our own thing,” Darryl tells me, with a little 
mischief in his voice.

If you walk into Belle Harlem today, Darryl 
and his wife will be there to welcome you. 
You will be presented with their 12-item 
menu for the evening, which is categorized 
by small plates, large plates, and desserts. 
Darryl’s Southern-Chic cuisine includes 
familiar comfort foods with special twists. 
And while Darryl feels that everything on his 
menu is really good and unexpected, I was able 
to convince him to tell me his favorites: He 
recommends starting with small plate items 
like the Mac & Cheese Spring Rolls, made 
with smoked gouda and a bacon marmalade 
(jam). He would suggest that you then try 
his “incredible brussel sprouts” paired with 
preserved lemon, cranberries, and fresh fruit 
from the rooftop. Lastly, he’d insist you try his 
signature dessert, The Trifling Ho-Ho, which 
is a fusion of an imitation HostessTM Ho-Ho 
and a traditional English dessert, served with 
a fruity and Turkish chilli-flakes called Urfa.

While Darryl is enjoying serving and 

creating his menus and nightly dinner parties 
at Belle, he is carefully working on his “secret 
next-door project,” Tipsy Belle, which would 
be a close-quarters wine shop or cocktail 
bar. He hopes to follow this act by opening 
up Sugar Belle, which would offer desserts, 
pastries, and coffee in a familial cafe setting.

At the moment, Darryl is changing Belle 
Harlem’s menu for winter. He is playing around 
with rare ingredients like frog legs, thinking 
about adding pig’s feet, and maybe trying a 
“Chitlins and Champagne Happy Hour.”

“I’m always, always trying to think of ways 
to make food comfort-chic. Familiar, but new 
and exciting,” Darryl boasts.
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“You know, I’m so excited about being a 
part of such a great project,” Olivia gushes. 
She’s referring to the latest spinoff in a two-
time Emmy®-Award-winning franchise that 
premiered (officially) Tuesday, November 
12th on Disney’s new streaming service. 
The reboot, titled High School Musical: The 
Musical: The Series is so highly anticipated 
that Disney+ has already renewed it for a 
second season.

“It’s definitely challenging being part of such 
a massive franchise. There’s a lot of pressure 
that is associated with that. And, you know, 
it’s like people’s childhood. It’s like you don’t 
want to do a bad job recreating somebody’s 
childhood,” she adds. “The nice thing about 
the show is that it’s not a remake, so lots of 
that pressure is taken off with the new class 
and the new characters–cause I’m never going 
to be Vanessa Hudgens,” she chuckles.

“She’s amazing in her own right, and I’m 
me–and I’m cool in my own right, too,” she 
adds.

This afternoon in our studio, she does seem 
pretty cool–calm and bubbly at the same time. 
She came in with her mom a few minutes ago 
and endlessly apologized for being 5 minutes 
late. She is relaxed in her white tank top, 
blue jeans–no makeup and hair styled with 
a middle part going straight down, a little 
past her shoulders. As she sits down on the 
navy couch, her mom and publicist are still 
within earshot. Even as they each type on 
their laptops, she includes them throughout 
the interview whenever a name isn’t right at 
the tip of her tongue, making it feel more like 
a fun conversation between the four of us. 
She picks up her water, looks at the large TV 
screen playing Normani’s Motivation music 
video, and she almost screams, “OMG, I love 
Normani! I saw her at the Ariana Grande 
concert and I was like, who is this girl? She 
put on such a great show, and I kind of wanted 
her to stay on stage.”

It’s hard to believe that Olivia is only 16 
and already gearing up for such a large TV 
role. She plays the lead role of “Nini” in High 
School Musical, and here, in person, she is 
mature, conscious, and humorous. Among my 
favorite quotations of hers during our chat are 
that “social media does not define your self-
worth,” that the show tries to authentically 
represent what the world looks like today, 
and that she’s “always wanted a pet pig.” As 
someone whose own childhood was shaped 
by the original High School Musical (HSM) 
series, one could only imagine the pressure 
Olivia might be feeling–but if she is feeling 
nervous, it’s entirely not apparent. While she 
was only 3 years old when HSM first aired, 
she has vivid memories of the sequels and 
understands the significance of carrying on 
the story. “[The show] is such a time capsule. 
I rewatched it, like, over 30 times for the role, 
and I would hear a song and be transported 
back in time like to third grade, Ms. Ramirez’s 
class–I even can see the classroom,” she 
laughs.

The show’s original trilogy consists of 
three Disney musical romantic dramady films 
starring Vanessa Hudgens and Zac Efron as 
the romantic leads: (1) High School Musical, 
a Disney Channel Original Movie (DCOM) 
which was followed by a television sequel; 
(2) High School Musical 2, also on the Disney 
Channel; and (3) High School Musical 3: 
Senior Year, which was released in theatres. 
With an enormous cult following, the trilogy 
holds recording-breaking accolades, including 
one Emmy for Outstanding Choreography 
(2006) and another for Outstanding Children’s 
Program (2006). Released in 2006, the 
original film held the record as the highest-
rated DCOM, viewed by 7.7 million people in 
the United States and 789,000 in the UK, until 
the release of High School Musical 2, which 
smashed its record with 17 million viewers in 

the US alone. The third installment of HSM 
set the record for the largest opening weekend 
for a musical film and holds the title for the 
highest-grossing film in the trilogy.

In the current reboot, led by Olivia and her co-
star Joshua Bassett, the show will follow a new 
class of East High drama students through 10 
episodes as they prepare for the opening night 
of their school’s first-ever theater production 
of…High School Musical. This post-modern 
story will take viewers on a journey from 
auditions, through sparkling romances, intense 
rivalries, and in and out of the overall growing 
pains of being a teenager. Olivia is excited 
about the show and feels like there will be 
something for everyone to enjoy. She is most 
excited about the music (she wrote two songs) 
and the choreography. When I ask her why 
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someone should tune in to the reboot, Olivia 
explains: “I think the most enticing element 
of the show is the hearts and the relationships 
between the characters. I think in any show, 
that’s what kind of makes it relatable and 
likable to people.” She also feels like people 
will appreciate the authentic representation of 
the LGBTQ community. With her character 
having two moms, she feels like Nini is an 
up-to-date teenage girl trying to find her place 
in the world. Olivia also thinks people will 
love that, similar to her real-life experience, 
her character “doesn’t have it all figured out.” 
“And honestly,” she adds, “nobody has it [all] 
figured out! Right?”

While the characters on the show have 
completely new storylines, Olivia realizes 
fans will be tempted to compare her to the 
series’s original lead, Vanessa Hudgens. And 
she is able to see the upside of that. “Even in 
[the] original, Vanessa Hudgens is my same 
ethnic makeup. Like me, she’s Filipino and 
White,” she explains. “It’s nice to have that 
Asian representation on television, which is 
a very marginalized group when it comes to 
TV and film…I’m hopeful it will get better 
in the next couple of years.” In a recent study 
by the University of Southern California’s 
Annenberg School for Communication and 

Journalism, Asian-Americans were shown to 
represent only 1 percent of all leading roles in 
Hollywood, and with the 2017 United States 
Census Bureau reporting that 18 million 
Americans (roughly 6 percent) are of Asian 
descent, this number is startling.

Olivia also acknowledges that the show is 
only at the “tip of the iceberg” when it comes 
to reflecting what the world truly looks like. 
“[But I do hope people] see themselves,” she 
tells me. “We have all different shapes, all 
different sizes, all different sexual orientations. 
And it’s all represented in an authentic way.”

Still, on the precipice of one of the most 
highly-anticipated shows of 2019, Olivia 
manages to keep her cool. With 1.2 million 
followers on Instagram, Olivia feels like there 
are a lot of people watching her, and maybe 
even making assumptions about who she is. 
“Look, social media is wacky,” she laughs, 
“and we all know it’s wacky, but we keep doing 
it–[and] so do I.” “It’s strange to grow up with 
that. It’s just tough when you don’t know who 
you are–which is normal. But you’re expected 
to know who you are. That’s Rough. Really 
rough. Like you’re kind of just figuring it out 
in front of a huge audience,” she says. But 
even under the gaze of 1.2 million people, 

she doesn’t think Instagram is all bad. “I do 
have some genuine connections on there with 
my friends back home, and there are some 
amazing accounts on there where people are 
spreading awareness,” she smiles.

Understanding that Instagram can be trying 
for our mental health, Olivia and her co-star, 
Joshua Bassett, may have found the cheat 
code for happiness on social media: limiting 
their screen time. They activate parental 
controls on their phones, creating passcodes 
for each other. So after they each run out 
of 45 minutes, they can only get back in by 
asking one another for permission. (Too bad 
neither of them remembers the passcode they 
created!) A University of Pennsylvania study 
shows a direct correlation between social 
media and psychological wellbeing, reporting 
significantly reduced levels of depression, 
anxiety, loneliness, and FOMO for those who 
use a screen limiter.

Born and raised in Temecula, California, 
Olivia began taking singing lessons at the age 
of six, before she started acting. Her singing 
teacher/mentor Jennifer Dustman suggested 
that she try acting, and it was only then that 
she even thought about it as a career. She 
recalls Jennifer pointing out how “expressive 
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and emotive” Olivia was when she sang. From 
there, she took acting classes and “absolutely 
fell in love.” “I remember I told my mom,” 
she says, turning to her mother, “This is like, 
kid therapy. Like, I get to go to this class and 
I get to feel all my feelings and, like, nobody 
judges me for it!” Olivia identifies as “an only 
child who never had any pets,” and “who 
knows,” she laughs, looking at her mom, “[if 
I weren’t,] maybe I wouldn’t have turned out 
the way that I am.”

Prior to landing the role of Nini, Olivia 
starred as Paige Olvera in Disney Channel’s 
live-action comedy Bizaardvark. And her 
first professional acting job was in an Old 
Navy commercial; right after that, she went 
on to star as the bubbly Grace Thomas in the 
popular direct-to-DVD movie An American 
Girl: Grace Stirs Up Success.

Today, Olivia lives in Los Angeles with her 
two parents when she is not in Salt Lake City, 

Utah filming for HSM 6 months out of the 
year. In her time off, she tells me, you might 
catch her failing at her “dream CEO, 5-AM 
morning routine,” or you might find her at a 
cafe, people-watching.

Realizing that she is an idol for a lot of 
teenagers, she advises other young aspiring 
actors to: (1) “make sure you love [acting] for 
acting, not for fame, and not for recognition–
because you’re probably not going to get that 

at all, or [at least,] for a [long,] 
long time.” (2) “work on the 
core of it. The acting and the 
script should get you excited 
and be the fun part. Practice!” 
she says. (3) And lastly, she 
reminds us, “surround yourself 
with good people. People who 
are in the industry are like your 
team, and [also], people who 
are not in the industry [but] 
who love you for who you are–
not [your stardom].”

I try to imagine what Olivia’s 
life will look like 10 years, 5, or 
even 1 year from now. I imagine 
it will be very different. As she 
wraps up her junior year in 
online high school, her plans 
include (“definitely”) going 
to college next year–although 
she’s not at all sure what her 
major would be. Career-wise, 
she hopes to one day land a 
role as Wednesday Adams in 
The Addams Family franchise. 
She’s also always wanted to be 
in a Quentin Tarantino movie, 
although she admits that it 
probably won’t happen. “Didn’t 
he say he was going to only 
do 11 [films,] and he’s like, on 
his 10th right now?” she asks, 
turning to her publicist to verify. 
Olivia also writes songs, so 
she hopes to have some music 
projects out soon, but admits, 
“I don’t want to put too much 
pressure on that. So we will 
see.”

She shrugs, and I get that 
same sense that she’s looking 
toward the future with a cool 
combination of ease and 
excitement.
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CHANIA RAY ON FITNESS



By Taylor Webster

Chania Ray (@chaniaray) is a small business 
owner, work-out guru, personal trainer 
and influencer. Growing up in the greater 
Washington, D.C. area Chania, like many 
children her age, played basketball. Chania’s 
love for basketball pushed her to commit to 
fitness at the young age of 11. This commitment 
landed her division 1 offers from universities 
all over the country. Chania spent her freshman 
year at Florida State University but finished 
her career at West Virginia University. During 
her senior season she led her team in assists 
and graduated with BIG-12 academic honors.

After college Chania continued to work out, 
but it was not until she helped her mom lose 
100 pounds that she found that helping people 
with their health and fitness was her passion. 
When asked about her mother’s weight loss 
Chania said, “knowing that my mom losing 
that weight added a few years to her life 
means everything.” From that point Chania 
was determined to help other people change 
their lifestyles.

Chania began training people in person and 
through Instagram by posting work-out videos 
and tips. When asked how many times a week 
she works out she said, “I hard-core workout 
three times a week, but I go to the gym everyday, 
it’s my peace of mind.” The other four days 
consist of light cardio workouts. Her go-to 

cardio is interval trailing for 30 minutes on 
the stair master. She walks at level 5 for five 
minutes and then ramps it up to “feel the burn” 
at level 12 for two minutes. Chania added that 
on a lighter day she will just walk on the stair-
master on level 5 for 30 minutes.

Chania recommends a person who is trying 
to maintain their weight or lose weight to 
workout a minimum of three times per week. 
However, a person trying to lose weight 
should do more cardio than lifting during 
these workouts. For example, if you are in the 
gym for an hour, you should do 35 minutes of 
cardio and a 25 minute lift. If you are trying 
to maintain your weight you should do a 40-
45 minute lift and spend 15-20 minutes doing 
cardio.

When asked how she motivates herself 
Chania said, “I make fitness a part of my life 
and my lifestyle.” Chania also said that adding 
working out to her daily routine has made her 
days more productive.

As far as cheat meals go, Chania cheats! 
She giggled as she talked about her friday date 
nights where she eats whatever she wants. 
During the week she is disciplined. Her go-
to breakfast is eggs over-easy, two hand-fulls 
of spinach and one piece of turkey sausage. 
For dinner, she loves to make lemon pepper 
chicken. She pairs the chicken with either 
asparagus, brussel sprouts or broccoli and 

mashed sweet potatoes.

In order to maintain her figure Chania stays 
away from carbs like bread, pizza and pastas. 
She also hardly even drinks juice and said if 
she needs flavor she adds lemon or berries into 
her water. She also does not eat candy.

When asked how she stays away from 
candy and other sweets she explained that this 
was one of the hardest things for her to do. 
“I’ve always had a sweet tooth” Chania said, 
“so instead of eating cookies and cakes I’d 
eat a rice cake with almond butter or nutella 
and banana.” She then laughed and said she 
overate the rice cakes and now she doesn’t 
crave sweets anymore.

Even though Chania is #BodyGoals, she still 
wants her lower abdomen to be more defined. 
By 2020 Chania hopes to be teaching fitness 
classes weekly and even traveling to different 
states to train.

To see more of Chania Ray follow her on 
Instagram @chaniaray and make sure you 
check out her website for guides and tips at 
getfitwithchania.com.

“Don’t be afraid to step out of comfort zone 
and try new things” Chania says, “Being fit 
and incorporating fitness into your lifestyle 
doesn’t happen overnight, you have to be 
consistent.”
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Richard Mille has bitten into a juicy new 
realm of graphic, emotional and chromatic 
expression. The Richard Mille Bonbon 
Collection comprises 10 models, each 
produced in an edition of 30 pieces. Together, 
they articulate a sweet and tangy new vision of 
watchmaking. Composed of candies, pastries 
and fruit, these 10 horological treats once 
again subvert existing conventions, habits and 
expectations.

REVISITING CHILDHOOD SERIOUSLY

‘Bonbon – just saying the word is enough 
to make you smile. It manages to convey a 
combination of pleasure, openness and sharing 
all at once. This collection is disruptive, elegant, 
daring and playful. In a word: creative! For 
me it was truly an opportunity to let loose and 
have fun revisiting childhood. Nonetheless, it 
was an ambitiously daring project entailing 18 

months of development, and entirely faithful 
to the spirit of Richard Mille, a serious brand 
that’s not afraid to break with tradition.’

SWEET SIDE OF WATCHMAKING
Drawing on avowed expertise in the area 

of materials, colour and form, Richard Mille 
has taken the lid off a candy jar to reveal two 
kinds of confections for the wrist. Based on 
three of the brand’s iconic models, the RM 07-
03, RM 16-01 and RM 37-01 offer a passage 
back to childhood with the simple pleasure 
of slightly regressive and thoroughly tasty 
memories, to be enjoyed without moderation. 
The 10 models display a total of 60 zingingly 
bright and pop colours across the six Carbon 
TPT® and Quartz TPT® cases (including the 
world premiere of a new turquoise hue), the 
tiny candies that adorn the Fruits line, and the 
four two-tone ceramic cases as well as the 
decoration gracing the Sweets line.

BONBON COLLECTION

FRUITS LINE
The Fruits line is a homage to the very 

concept of sweet temptation in six delectable 
flavours: Lemon and Strawberry (RM 16-01 
Citron et Fraise), Blueberry and Litchi (RM 
07-03 Myrtille et Litchi), Kiwi and Cherry 
(RM 37-01 Kiwi et Cerise). In addition to 
colour-gradient cases made of Carbon TPT® 
combined with Quartz TPT® of a different hue 
for each model is an all-new turquoise colour.

Painted in acrylics and lacquered by hand, 
the 3,000 miniature sculptures integrated in 
this collection stand out from the dials, turning 
each one into a sachet full of tiny candies. To 
further enhance their realism, a ‘sugar coating’ 
effect was achieved using powdered enamel 
and the fine sand employed in hourglasses. Tart 
jelly ribbons, twisty lollipops, candy citrus 
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segments, gumdrops and other surprises are 
positioned on plates of grade 5 titanium that 
are machined and skeletonised like horological 
components.

SWEETS LINE
The Sweets collection comprises four 

models, all with two-tone ceramic cases 
that set off their grand feu enamel or black-
chromed titanium confections. The RM 07-
03 Cupcake, RM 07-03 Marshmallow, RM 

37-01 Sucette and RM 16-01 Réglisse are 
colourful and delectable, evoking a whole 
spectrum of flavours. Better yet, the textures 
you expect to encounter upon biting into 
these sweets are conjured visually thanks to 
a mastery of enamelwork that succeeds in 
evoking sensations like softness, crunchiness, 
and fluffiness.

The creamy quality of the TZP ceramic 
case is enhanced by the varied matt and 

polished effects of elements on the dial. 
Black, a foundational colour in the technical 
vocabulary of Richard Mille, is presented 
in a whole new light here, as a giant roll of 
liquorice that occupies the entire surface of a 
dial. Here, the most satisfactory solution for 
obtaining the liquorice shape of the RM 16-
01 was a stamping operation, followed by a 
black chrome coating that lends this piece its 
spot-on colour and texture.
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By Mauricio Aguilar

Costa Rica has become a wide base tourist 
destination, They have beautiful beaches on 
the Caribbean side as well the west coast 
side, there is assortment of islands that you 
can visit, but driving to these destinations on 
which it is beautiful to see the sights, it could 
cost you at least a day of travel due to the 
terrain and two lane highways and the rain 
season tends to kill your day before you get 
your day started.

Tourism has increase by 4X and the amount 
of traffic by car and its truly a discomfort 
to those could just want to get to the action 
of things. If you have a little bit of funds 
you would realize that Costa Rica provides 
a wide range of small charter planes and 
helicopters that will take you to its most 
famous destinations and in some obscure 
ones. They can cater to your creativity.

Costa Rica has an annual Mercedes-Benz 
beach swimsuits fashion show in the 
northern west coast beach part of Costa Rica. 

This event kick-starts the summer season. 
Summer is from December until the end of 
May, that is dry season. The remainder of the 
year is rain forest weather, which means rain 
nearly every day at 2PM sharp.

Flying a private charter plane and helicopter 
is now a trend. You can get round-trip 
tickets from $75 – $150. You get to fly over 
Costa Rica best locations including trips to 
Panama and 
Boca Del Toro 
which is a great 
beach ocean 
destination 
with waterville 
cabanas.

Being fashion 
forward and 
trendy is easier 
now in Costa 
Rica. You don’t 
have to take 
your rain boots 
to get to your 

destination, it’s just a quick trip to a private 
airport.

IG: Federico Laurencich CEO
Email: info@aensacr.com
Website. www.aensacr.com
Flight Deals and Prices
www.aerotour.com
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LG Rolls Out The Future



The Rollable OLED: A Revolutionary TV
Experience the TV reimagined through a 
rollable OLED display.

Maximize your living space with infinite 
possibilities. LG SIGNATURE OLED TV R 
elevates your space into a luxury home cinema.

The Hidden
Zero view. The display disappears without a 
trace, only leaving behind a true piece of art. 
LG SIGNATURE OLED TV R elevates your 
interior to be maximized without a screen.
Sit back and enjoy the rich and optimized 
sounds from a remarkably transformed speaker, 
integrated with deep learning AI algorithm 
and Dolby Vision.

The Vision
Full View. Display that rolls out and rises on 
your demand. A whole new cinematic world 
right before your eyes. Infused colors in Perfect 
Black and breathtaking Dolby Vision now 
meets the 9 Gen 2 Intelligent Processor and 
deep learning AI algorithm to deliver another 
level of realistic imagery like never before.
Just speak, that’s all. Thanks to LG ThinQ, 
you can even control the display to roll up or 
down with just your voice. LG AI TV is the 
most intelligent television and has the Google 
Assistant and Alexa built-in.

The Horizon
Line View. The right screen at the right time. 
A specialized feature, only available from LG 
SIGNATURE OLED TV

With six different modes – Music, Clock, 
Frame, Mood, Lighting, Home dashboard – 
take a quick glance for time and weather while 
displaying your most memorable photos on 
the screen. Stream your favorite playlist and 
adjust your mood light to redesign your space, 
just the way you like it.
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The 2020 Harley-Davidson LiveWire 
electric motorcycle is here, on schedule 
for an early fall 2019 delivery to 150 
participating North American Harley-
Davidson dealerships.

Why electric, why now? “The barriers 
to entry are much lower than traditional 
product,” Harley-Davidson President and 
Chief Executive Officer Matt Levatich 
said . “We can get people on an EV 
motorcycle and get them up the learning 
curve of full enjoyment much quicker. 
Then participation follows and investment 
in learning how to ride traditional 
motorcycles follows, once you catch the 
fever.”Levatich then added, “We see EV 
as a very important catalyst. It is part of 
our new product investment, but not all 
of our new product investment. We are 
continuing to invest in great traditional 
Harley-Davidson motorcycles. We aim to 
lead in the electrification of this sport. This 
is part of the future of Harley-Davidson 
and we’re investing to lead in it.”

The LiveWire is meant to be a “halo” 

electric motorcycle product to showcase 
the potential of the technology, and at 
$29,799 it is priced as such. LiveWire is 
not likely nor even expected to sell in great 
numbers, but it declares the company’s 
commitment to new avenues of product 
growth and increasing ridership, while 
setting the stage for more affordable and 
varied Harley-Davidson electric models 
currently in the works.

0 TO 60 IN 3 SECONDS
Get instantaneous power the moment you 
twist the throttle. No clutch to release. No 
gears to run through. All you do is flick 
your wrist and take off.

146 MILES CITY RANGE
The LiveWire™ motorcycle features 
a high-voltage battery (or RESS; 
Rechargeable Energy Storage System) 
composed of lithium-ion cells surrounded 
by a finned, cast-aluminum housing. The 
high-voltage battery provides 146 miles 
(235 km) of city range or 95 miles (152 
km) of combined stop-and-go and highway 
range.
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON

2020 LIVEWIRE



TWO EASY WAYS TO CHARGE
Use the onboard Level 1 charger and power 
cord to connect to any standard household 
outlet and get a full charge overnight. For a 
faster charge, visit any public Level 3 DC 
Fast Charge station for 80% charge in 40 
minutes or 100% charge in an hour.

REFLEX DEFENSIVE RIDER SYSTEMS 
(RDRS)
A new collection of technologies that help 
give you confidence and control in less-than-
ideal situations. The systems utilize advanced 
chassis control, electronic brake control and 
powertrain technology to assist you with 
accelerating and braking in a straight line or 
while in a turn.

RIDE MODES
LiveWire™ offers seven selectable 
Ride Modes that electronically control 
the performance characteristics of the 
motorcycle and the level of Reflex™ 
Defensive Rider Systems (RDRS) 

intervention. Each Ride Mode consists of a 
specific combination of power, regeneration, 
throttle response, and traction control 
settings. LiveWire comes with four pre-
programmed modes: sport, road, range, and 
rain, along with three ride modes the rider 
can customize.

H-D™ CONNECT SERVICE
Meet the world’s most connected motorcycle 
experience. With cellular telematics 
connectivity powered by Panasonic®, 
you can connect remotely through your 
smart phone using the latest version of the 
Harley-Davidson™ App. Check bike vitals 
like battery charge status, see its location 
on a map, and get security alerts if it’s been 
bumped, tampered with or moved.

SPECIFICATIONS
MSRP: $29,799
 
MOTOR: Revelation internal permanent-magnet 

synchronous motor w/ water jacket cooling

TRANSMISSION/FINAL DRIVE: 

Single-speed/belt

CLAIMED HORSEPOWER: 105 hp

CLAIMED TORQUE: 86 lb.-ft.

FRAME: Cast aluminum

FRONT SUSPENSION: Showa 43mm inverted 

Separate Function Fork – Big Piston, fully adjustable

REAR SUSPENSION: Showa Balance Free Rear 

Cushion-lite shock, fully adjustable

FRONT BRAKE: Brembo Monoblock 4-piston 

radial-mount caliper, dual 300mm discs w/ Bosch 

lean-sensitive ABS

REAR BRAKE: Brembo 2-piston floating caliper, 

260mm disc w/ Bosch lean-sensitive ABS

WHEELS, FRONT/REAR: Split 5-spoke cast 

aluminum, 3.50 x 17 in. / 5.5 x 17 in.

WEIGHT: 549 lb. (249kg)
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Level up with the DDJ-XP2 add-on DJ con-
troller for rekordbox dj and Serato DJ Pro. No 
matter which DJ application you’re used to, 
this DJ hardware will enable you to get more 
out of it than ever before. This DDJ-XP1 evo-
lution adds to the functionality of the original, 
without sacrificing the intuitive layout and 
solid build quality. Its sturdy construction and 

non-slip rubber surround mean you can hit it 
as hard as you want during performances.

The DDJ-XP2 enhances your setup with 32 
robust, multicolored Performance Pads, and 
puts powerful pad modes at your fingertips. 
Assign transport controls like play, pause, cue, 
and pitch up/down to the pads with Transport 

mode. Use 16 pads to control a single mode 
(a first for Serato DJ Pro). Trigger Silent Cue 
to soundlessly cue up tracks with the faders 
open on the mixer. Then instantly trigger them 
from Hot Cue points. And feel confident and 
in control during DJ performances thanks to 
the looping controls of our DJM-S9 flagship 
scratch mixer.
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WHEN MUSIC TECH GET DOWN TO THE 
PRICE OF $299 IT’S DOUBLE TROUBLE. 



This cameo voice will be available for a limited time

The comedian, writer and producer is the new 
voice of Google Assistant, joining singer John 
Legend as one of the service’s limited-time 
celebrity voice cameos.

Like other virtual assistants, Google Voice 
Assistant can aid with everything from ques-
tions about the current weather to delivering 
motivational messages.
“I was in talks to do this last 
year and was just really in-
trigued, like, ‘What? They 
want my voice? Why? Then, 
you know, I realized that I use 
Google Assistant frequent-
ly anyway and just thought 
about how cool it would be to 
do.”

Rae said she went through “a 
pretty intensive process” that 
involved her spending many 
hours in a recording booth, 
“saying various sentences 
that did not make any sense” 
and “so many words that I 
have never ever pronounced 
before.”

“I’m just so used to reading 
them. So you’re like, ‘Oh, I’ve 
never actually had to say this word out loud,’” 
she said. “It was unique. I’d never done any-
thing like that before.”
 
A paranoid person would, perhaps, have ap-
prehensions about having hours of their voice 
recorded and virtually stored, seeing as how far 
less material has been used for nefarious pur-
poses in countless crime television shows and 
movies. This suggestion made Rae laugh, but 
she admitted, “yes, definitely those thoughts 
crossed my mind.”
 
“I mean, you’re just always scared,” she said, 
another amused laugh escaping. “But, no, I 
was very much assured by the Google team 
that this was all in fun and several conversa-
tions were had to make me feel comfortable 
doing it.”
 
In order to access Rae’s voice, users need only 

say, “Hey Google, talk like Issa,” or go to the 
Assistant Settings on their device.
Her voice is available in English in the US on 
any device that has the Google Assistant, in-
cluding Android and iOS phones, smart speak-
ers and Smart Displays.
 
Rae said she plans to be among those to try 
out her voice, if only once.
 “That is the million dollar question for me,” 

she said, when asked if she would be heeding 
her own words regularly. “I don’t know if I’ll 
use it consistently, but I definitely will try it 
out.” Above all, she said, “I’m excited that I 
get to be helpful to people.”
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Director X inspires up-and-coming 
Canadian talent to create music videos 

on the Samsung Galaxy Note10+



Samsung Electronics Canada has 
announced a new content partnership 
with prolific Canadian artist, director and 
creator, Director X. Dubbed #PowerUp, 
the campaign arms some of Canada’s top 
up-and-coming talent with the new Galaxy 
Note10+, challenging them to create 
memorable and impactful music videos with 
Samsung’s latest mobile innovation.

Launched in September in partnership 
with Twitter and so.da, the #PowerUp 
campaign gives a behind-the-scenes look of 
three up-and-coming directors as they are 
mentored by Director X. Julien Christian 
Lutz – Director X – handpicked each director 
from his production company, Popp Rok, 
and partnered them with local musicians 
to bring their vision to life. At the end of 
the #PowerUp series, each director will 
have created a music video on the Galaxy 
Note10+.

“Not only is Director X one of Canada’s 
most recognizable artists, he is a leader 
and mentor within his community. He 
embodies our brand and provides the cultural 
credibility to demonstrate the power of our 
devices,” said David Allard, Chief Marketing 
Officer, Samsung Electronics Canada. 
“Samsung prides itself on celebrating 

creativity and raising next generation talent, 
which made Director X the ideal partner for 
this project.”

Samsung’s latest line of premium 
smartphones, the Galaxy Note10 and 
Galaxy Note10+, combines elegant 
design with powerful performance and 
productivity. Inspired by a generation that 
moves seamlessly between work and life, 
the Galaxy Note10 series gives users the 
freedom to work the way they want and 
showcase their creative spirit. For years, the 

Galaxy Note series has helped millions of 
loyal users around the world pursue their 
passions and achieve their goals, and with 
the Galaxy Note10, Samsung is helping users 
do more of what they love.

“I’m excited for this project. My team and 
I love to be the first to use new technology 
and try new things,” said Director X. 
“Having the Popp Rok team direct their 
music videos on the Galaxy Note10+ is 
helping them blaze new trails. I’m hyped to 
share the #PowerUp videos!”
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Bali is located at Pecatu in the southern-
most tip of Bali which is the home of “Pura 
Uluwatu” and  is a tropical destination with 
an average temperature of 81F (27C). All sea-
sons are great for diving, hiking, water sports 
and fishing.

The sacred Uluwatu temple is considered 
one of the core spiritual pillars of the island. 
Uluwatu is where centuries-old tradition and 
reverence mixes with beautiful beaches, in-
viting surfing spots and an eclectic wellness 
and dining scene. The setting of this beautiful 
Balinese inspired resort is breathtaking, with 
dramatic views of the Indian Ocean from atop 
the limestone cliffs and uninterrupted ocean 
views from all facets of the resort.

Bali’s only green resort certified by the 
World Green Council and has Panoramic 
views of the Indian Ocean from all room cat-
egories – Accommodations range from 1,162 
sq.ft. (108 sq.m.) to 39,352 sq.ft. (3,656 sq.m.) 
– Six Senses Spa with Integrated Wellness has 
an air-conditioned yoga pavilion and captivat-
ing relaxation zones with state of the art fit-
ness facilities

 Bali Six Senses Uluwatu has outstanding 
crafted experiences and offers unparalleled 
cultural and destination immersions from di-
verse dining choices to infinity swimming 
pools with breath taking views of the ocean. 
Although the rainy season starts from Octo-
ber to March Uluwatu has pleasant tropical 
weather all year round, attracting surfers from 

all over the world for its surf breaks and beau-
tiful beaches. Other activities include hiking, 
cultural tours and temple excursions along 
with watersports such as snorkeling, diving 
and sailing.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Located in the southernmost tip of the Is-

land, on the famed limestone cliff of Uluwatu, 
with dramatic views of the Indian Ocean, Six 
Senses Uluwatu, Bali offers a sense of calm 
and serenity where time stands still. Natural 
vegetation and lush landscaping provide a 
sense of privacy and seclusion between vil-
las. From all facets of the Resort, whether it 
is from the suites and villas or the restaurants, 
enjoy the tranquility of uninterrupted views 
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to the Indian Ocean. Six Senses is right in its 
element on an island deeply rooted with har-
mony and deep ties to nature. Set atop a rug-
ged cliff, the resort shares a spectacular view 
with the island’s famed Uluwatu Temple, one 
of the key temples believed to be Bali’s spiri-
tual pillars. True to the Six Senses inimitable 
style, the resort’s 28 sky villas, 62 one-bed-
room villas and seven two-bedroom villas, 
The Retreat and the Presidential Villa draw 
upon the local culture, embrace nature and of-
fer every creature comfort. The groundbreak-
ing Sleep With Six Senses standard has been 
implemented across selected accommodations 
to give guests the kind of night’s sleep where 
they wake up ready to move mountains. Hand-
made mattresses by Natu-
ralmat complemented by 
Hanse organic pillows and 
duvets, high quality Beau-
mont & Brown organic 
cotton sheets and Madison 
Collection toweling and 
bathrobes are all essentials 
in every guestroom.

DINING
The resort offers an 

eclectic range of cuisine 
both as an ode to the local 
Balinese food culture and 
internationally influenced 

fare. The brand’s approach to food and drink, 
Eat With Six Senses, ensures that guests can 
enjoy their vacation safe in the knowledge that 
they are eating better quality food by default, 
through cleaner and healthier ingredients that 
are responsibly sourced and thoughtfully pre-
pared. Crudo is the culinary heart of Six Sens-
es Uluwatu, Bali. It features a unique dining 
concept for Bali – a Nikkei style sushi-cevi-
che bar menu prepared with local handpicked 
ingredients. Rocka brings the farm to the table 
with fresh produce and local ingredients on 
the cliff’s edge; offering breakfast, lunch and 
dinner inspired by flavors from the region. 
Rocka Edge promises never a dull moment at 
the Chef’s Table! The chef prepares a new ex-

clusive daily dinner menu in the open kitchen 
with the fresh harvest and catch of the day. 
The Cliff Bar offers the best panoramic views 
of Uluwatu. It features freshly oven baked 
specialties combining Southeast Asian spices 
with traditional doughs and homemade pastas.

EXPERIENCES
Discovering Bali one experience at a time. 

Six Senses Uluwatu, Bali offers a series of ex-
periences in and out of the resort, on roads less 
walked where everyone can explore Bali at 
their own pace, go on an adventure, reach in-
ner peace, focus on self-improvement or sim-
ply escape from the ordinary and have some 
fun.

• Spiritual purification 
ritual • Temple tour • Dai-
ly fitness classes, group 
activities and wellness 
talks with our experts • 
Excursions to explore 
the local area • Hiking • 
Surfing and diving • Cu-
linary classes • Organic 
garden tours • Cinema 
Paradiso open-air the-
ater • Destination dining 
• Helicopter sightseeing 
• Tailor-made boat tours 
and excursions
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Prolong the enjoyment of your coffee or tea with the world’s first 
temperature control mug. Designed to be used in your home or at 
your desk, the Ember Ceramic Mug allows you to set your precise 
drinking temperature. Ember will maintain that temperature for 
approximately one hour, so your hot beverage is perfect – from the 
first sip to the last drop.

The Ember Ceramic Mug is smart and beautifully designed. It 
automatically wakes up when your hot beverage is poured in, and 
remembers your last preferred drinking temperature.

Ember Ceramic Mug pairs with the Ember app, allowing you to 
set your desired drinking temperature and more.

10 oz or 14 oz
Approx. 1 hour battery life, or all day on charging coaster

Temperature range is 120°F–145°F

The Ember mug works with the Ember app on your iPhone, letting 
you set the precise drinking temperature you prefer. Ember will 
maintain that temperature for about an hour. The mug automatically 
wake up when a hot beverage is poured in and remembers your last 
set temperature.
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INTRODUCING ETORQUE FROM
JEEP WRANGLER



Jeep has added several trim packages, an optional diesel engine, and 
revised the gas-engine lineup. Two-door Wranglers are available in base 
Sport, Sport S, and Rubicon versions. The four-door Wrangler Unlimited 
lineup includes those three models plus a Sahara trim. The 3.6-liter V-6 is 
standard across the board and can now be had with mild-hybrid e Torque 
assist in the Sahara. A turbocharged 2.0-liter four-cylinder is optional in 
most models and can be supplemented with e Torque assist in the Sahara.

Three new optional packages report for duty: the Wrangler Willys 
Edition adds a limited-slip rear differential, aggressive rock rails and fat 
32-inch mud-terrain tires for more off-road capability. A Wrangler 
Freedom Edition pays homage to U.S. military members with special 

interior and exterior touches. The Wrangler Black and Tan package is not 
inspired by the Guinness-based libation of the same name but is a trim 
package that includes a tan soft top and black exterior badging. Most 
important is the expected mid-year arrival of a 3.0-liter V-6 EcoDiesel 
that’s expected to deliver 260 hp and 442 lb-ft of rock-crawling torque; it 
will be available only in Unlimited models.

Sport: $29,790
Sport S: $32,990
Unlimited Sport: $33,290
Rubicon: $39,790
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CAFÉ debuted its Modern Glass Collection of 
appliances that feature unique glass fronts with 
richly lustered platinum underneath, pocket 
handles and stainless-steel accents. The first-
of-its-kind finish breaks the traditional mold 
by disrupting the sea of stainless appliance 
offerings and embracing a shift toward urban 
design.

Following the launch of a customizable pro-
fessional collection of matte finishes last year, 
the CAFÉ Modern Glass Collection is the lat-
est line from the brand that allows consumers 
to choose distinct appliances to match their 
style and tastes.

“The Modern Glass Collection is inspired by 
the 33% of our target audience who lean to-
ward a contemporary design style– from sim-
ple, clean lines to slab countertops to handle-
less cabinets,” said Wayne Davis, senior brand 
director. “We created this collection to fill a 
gap in the modern design craze by offering 

consumers appliances to both highlight their 
style and blend into their existing décor.”

The launch includes a new product—the Four-
Door Refrigerator, which boasts copper trim 
detailing and a LED wall that emits beautiful, 
soft lighting, illuminating food in the back of 
the refrigerator to reduce waste.

“In addition to design, the refrigerator also 
offers best-in-class performance features, in-
cluding the adjustable temperature drawer 
with five refrigeration settings, including soft 
freeze, and a humidity control system with 
two distinct bins that provide the right con-
ditions for leafy green vegetables and fruits,” 
said Tim Ellis, senior merchandising manager 
for refrigeration.

The refrigerator also features hands-free auto-
fill that uses sensor technology to fill contain-
ers with fresh, filtered water, an intuitive con-
trol panel with a touch screen, and flatbread 

freezer tray for gourmet pizzas and flatbreads.

The collection also offers the latest in innova-
tive cooking technology, including an in-ov-
en camera, Gourmet Guided Cooking, which 
offers app-guided and temperature-controlled 
cooking, connected ranges and ovens that can 
be controlled from anywhere, and Precision 
Cooking oven modes, including Hot Air Fry 
technology.

The CAFÉ Modern Glass Collection will 
be available this fall at retailers nationwide, 
launching with 14 freestanding SKUs, includ-
ing ranges, dishwashers and refrigerators, and 
10 built-in SKUs, including cooktops, wall ov-
ens, five-in-one ovens with Advantium tech-
nology, microwaves, dishwashers and refrig-
erators. Additional SKUs will follow in 2020, 
including warming drawers, wine chillers and 
beverage centers.
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By Keir Carter
Photos By Nathan Heyward

I’m pretty excited today because I got to try a 
very interesting and dare I say it weird wine, 
and share it with you! Our wine of the month 
is the Vinica Altra Terre Trebbiano Terre 
Degli Osci 2015. The first unusual thing 
about this wine? It’s an orange wine.

What’s an orange wine, you ask? Well, 
almost all grape juice is clear, no matter what 
color the grape. Red wine is made by soaking 
the skins and most of black grapes in the clear 

juice. White wine is made from grapes that 
when ripe, also take on color, any where from 
pink to rust to red. When you macerate those 
skins in clear juice, you get orange wine!

The next unusual thing about this wine is that 
it’s actually pressed by foot. That’s right. Old 
school Lucy Mcgilicutty style wine making. 
The vineyard named Vigne Alta, meaning 
High Vines, is located 2460 feet above sea 
level, and all the grow is Trebbiano and 
Garganega grapes. This wine is 85% 
Trebbiano and 15% Garganega.
The nose? Dried apricots and peaches in 

green tea with bitter orange undercurrents. 
The palate is lean with the above flavors with 
a sea briny tartness in the finish. High altitude 
vines keep the alcohol at a light 10.5% with 
not a touch of sweetness.

This is deliciously grown up juice under 
$18.00.

About Keir Carter: Keir boasts the #1 wine 
tour company in the NYC metro area, Pair 
Wine Tours. 

www.pairwinetours.com
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Aquaphor Lip Protectant + Broad Spectrum SPF 30 
ulta.com
$15.46
“The combination of lanolin and purified petrolatum has long been used for extra-dry skin, 
and is ideal to treat dry lips as well,” says Dr. Zeichner.

Coola Classic Liplux Organic Lip Balm Sunscreen SPF 30
sephora.com
$32.00
This all-natural lip balm uses raspberry and avocado butters to protect against UV rays, 
while deeply hydrating the delicate skin around your mouth.

Doctor Rogers RESTORE Healing Balm
amazon.com
$30.98
“This balm is a little pricey but its completely plant-based and free of parabens, camphor, 
phthalates, menthols, and fragrance, and can also be applied to dry skin, cuts, or burns.” 
Carmex doesn’t even come close to delivering the same results without irritating your lips.

Jack Black Intense Therapy Lip Balm SPF 25 Duo
nordstrom.com
$15.00
“A mix of green tea, shea butter, and avocado oil softens and protects the skin year-
round,” says Dr. Zeichner.

Vaseline Lip Therapy Advanced Healing Lip Moisturizer Lip Balm
walmart.com
$5.11
You can never go wrong with Vaseline. This old school formula is still a great affordable 
lip balm.
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Lip & Skin Care Recommendations by Dion Xu



Model @cristalserranoo
Photographer @mdanielsphoto

Makeup @makeupbyhendra
Hair @jayceemnirajd

Studio @creativeislandstudios 
 

@bobbibrown @bobbibrownid vitamin enriched face base
@veilcosmetics auto matte

@doseofcolors HUE foundation @annapetrosian_ #117
@lauramercier translucent powder

@hudabeauty cream contour in Light
@fentybeauty inda sun bronzer @narsissist creme radiant concealer

@benefitindonesia @benefitcosmetics precisely my brow pencil eyebrow 3
@esqacosmetics highlighter Mykonos | eyeshadow @viseart Grande pro 1 & 2

@danessa_myricks light work palette highlighter @doseofcolors lipglosss Made You Blush
body glow by @gleam_melaniemills peach deluxe
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Insta-Beauty

https://www.instagram.com/cristalserranoo/
https://www.instagram.com/mdanielsphoto/
https://www.instagram.com/makeupbyhendra/
https://www.instagram.com/jayceemnirajd/
https://www.instagram.com/creativeislandstudios/
https://www.instagram.com/bobbibrown/
https://www.instagram.com/bobbibrownid/
https://www.instagram.com/veilcosmetics/
https://www.instagram.com/doseofcolors/
https://www.instagram.com/annapetrosian_/
https://www.instagram.com/lauramercier/
https://www.instagram.com/hudabeauty/
https://www.instagram.com/fentybeauty/
https://www.instagram.com/narsissist/
https://www.instagram.com/benefitindonesia/
https://www.instagram.com/benefitcosmetics/
https://www.instagram.com/esqacosmetics/
https://www.instagram.com/viseart/
https://www.instagram.com/danessa_myricks/
https://www.instagram.com/doseofcolors/
https://www.instagram.com/gleam_melaniemills/


Lady Gaga heads to the Silver screen 
again this time with Ridley Scott helm-
ing the ship. The upcoming movie cen-
ters around the killing of Guccio Gucci‘s 
grandson, Maurizio Gucci. Gaga will play 
Gucci’s ex-wife, Patrizia Reggiani, who 
was found guilty of ordering his death.

The script is is based on Sara Gay 
Forden’s book The House of Gucci: A Sen-
sational Story of Murder, Madness, Glam-
our, and Greed.

In 1997 Patrizia Reggiani was sentenced to 

29 years in prison, and she served 18 years 
in prison before being released in 2016, 
but she has always denied the charges. 
During the trial, garnered intense media 
interest , Reggiani earned the nickname the 
Black Widow.

Patrizia Reggiani Martinelli was a wealthy 
Italian socialite and high fashion personal-
ity. On March 27, 1995, her husband was 
shot and killed by a hitman hired by Patri-
zia on the steps outside his office as he ar-
rived to work.

It has been was announced that Raedio — 
a record label recently formed by Issa Rae 
— has entered a joint venture with  
Atlantic Records that will kick off with 
the release of the single “Kinda Love” by 
Haitian-American singer-rapper TeaMarrr.

Billed as an “audio everywhere company,” 
Raedio will extend its influence across me-
dia by aligning its roster of talent with film 
and TV projects, commercials, podcasts 
and more. Rae says the label was inspired 
by her history of centering the work of  
“female, independent, or Los Angeles 

-based artists” like SZA, Saweetie and 
Jazmine Sullivan on Insecure as well as 
earlier projects.

“Music has always been an essential part 
of every project I do and working with 
emerging talent is a personal passion,” Rae 
said in a statement. “Raedio allows me to 
continue that work within the music  
industry and audio entertainment space. 
The Atlantic Records team are innovators 
in terms of shifting and shaping culture. 
I’m excited to join forces with them to  
discover new artists.”

Cirque du Soleil Entertainment Group is 
excited to announce R.U.N – a ground-
breaking new show and the entertainment 
group’s first live action thriller, currently 
at Luxor Las Vegas. R.U.N is an unprec-
edented entertainment experience, using 
live action performance, cutting-edge 
technology and multimedia to explore the 
world of stunts.

Audiences are plunged into a sensory ex-
perience where special effects collide with 
human performance, pushing viewers to 
the edge of their seats. Chapter by chapter, 
guests will be taken through a gritty, cine-
matic story featuring bold, rebellious and 
fearless characters. The show will follow 
two clans in an adrenaline-filled adven-

ture where a striking bride leads a series 
of fast-paced chases, combat and stunts 
through the fictional dark underground of 
Las Vegas. 
 
Daniel Lamarre, President and CEO of 
Cirque du Soleil Entertainment Group, 
said, “R.U.N is very different from the 
other shows within the Cirque du Soleil 
portfolio. With R.U.N, we will reinvent the 
concept of a thriller, drawing inspiration 
from action movies and graphic novels. 
This action-packed live performance hap-
pening in front of and around the audience, 
will offer a new form of entertainment to 
a more diversified Las Vegas guest. We 
are really excited to bring this unique and 
edgy concept to Luxor.”
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ENTERTAINMENT BYTES



Jacket Mingili London @mingililondon

Sweater DKNY @dkny

Facial Cream and Cleanser Aesop @aesopskincare

Phone Case Otterbox  @otterbox

Water Bottle Soma @soma

Book Milk and Honey by Rupi Kaur 

Jacket Topshop @topshop

Masks Summer Fridays @sum-

Earnings Cos @cosstores

Clutch Truffle @mytruffle

Skincare Kylie Skin @kylieskin

Mascara Vegalash @vegamour

Highlighter Persona @personacosmetics

Eyeshadows and Lip Gloss: KKW Beauty @kkwbeauty

Foundation La Mer @lamer

Primer Caudalie @caudalie

Workbook Lavendaire @shoplavendaire 

Nourishing Oil Laura Mercier @lauramercier

Watch Daniel Wellington @danielwellington
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FASHION ESSENTIALS

Photographer Karen Rosalie 

Stylist Ronald Gravesande

https://www.instagram.com/mingililondon/
https://www.instagram.com/dkny/
https://www.instagram.com/aesopskincare/
https://www.instagram.com/otterbox/
https://www.instagram.com/soma/
https://www.instagram.com/topshop/
http://@cosstores
https://www.instagram.com/mytruffle/
https://www.instagram.com/kylieskin/
https://www.instagram.com/vegamour/
https://www.instagram.com/personacosmetics/
https://www.instagram.com/lamer/
http://instagram.com/caudalie/
https://www.instagram.com/lavendairedeprovence/
https://www.instagram.com/lauramercier/
https://www.instagram.com/danielwellington/
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Nintendo Switch
Nintendo’s hybrid handheld/gaming console is a hot commodity this 
holiday. The ability to take console games on the go has paid off for 
the big N. With both a base model, and a new smaller,  portable only 
Switch Lite for $100 less, choices are plenty. Look out for a base 
model bundled with Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, plus a special Pokemon 
Sword/Shield themed Switch Lite.

Price: $299.99 (bundle) 
$199.99 (Switch Lite)

PS4
Although we’re all anticipating the PS5 in 2020, the best selling 
console this generation still delivers the goods this holiday. Look out 
for multiple deals including the PS4 Pro  1TB Death Stranding bundle, 
plus a PS4 Slim Holiday bundle that includes God of War, Horizon 
Zero Dawn: Complete:, and The Last Of Us: Remastered.

Price: $399.99 (PS4 Pro Bundle) 
$199.99 (PS4 Slim Bundle)

Xbox One 
As we gear up for Microsoft’s uber-powerful next generation console 
Scarlett, there’s much more gaming to be done on Xbox One until 
then. Bundles include a stylish limited-edition Gears 5 1TB Xbox 
One X package, an Xbox One S Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order bundle, 
and more. All holiday bundles include a free month of both Xbox 
Game Pass, as well as EA Access- both offering a vault of classing 
and current game titles.

Price: $399.99 (Limited Edition Bundle) 
$199.99 (XB1 S Star Wars bundle)

2019 HOLIDAY
GAMING GUIDE
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PC
While being a part of the PC “Master Race” generally comes with a 
higher price tag, there are still great deals you can find to enjoy the 
ultra high graphics settings, uncapped frame rates, and customization 
that help the PC platform stand out from the rest. Two deals this season 
come in the form of the HP OMEN Obelisk- an 8 core Intel rig fitted 
with  an Nvidia GTX 1660 Ti- great for 1080p gaming at high to Ultra 
Settings- plus there’s room for expansion. Another great find is the 
Dell G7 laptop- a 17.3 inch portable featuring Nvidia RTX graphics, 
capable of running advanced ray tracing effects bringing your gaming 
experience to new heights.

Price: $899.99 (HP Omen)  
$1099.99 (Dell G7)

Stadia
Google officially throws its hat in the ring in time for holidays with 
Stadia- a full streaming gaming platform designed to work on a wide 
range of devices including your TV, laptop, desktop, and phone (so far 
only the Pixel 3 series has been announced). Stadia Premiere Edition 
includes a Chromecast Ultra, the Stadia controller, and three months 
of the Stadia Pro streaming service ($9.99 per month afterwards). 
Featuring AAA titles streaming up to 4K resolution at 60 FPS and 
cross-screen sharing- the prospect of not waiting for game downloads 
just may be the futur

$129.99 Stadia (Premiere Edition) $9.99/month

Apple Arcade
Apple gets serious about gaming by launching Apple Arcade, a $4.99 
per month ad-free subscription service that’s already home to unique 
indie titles, anticipated sequels, and even exclusives from Square-
Enix. The best thing is that it works across multiple devices devices 
the Apple TV 4K, iPhone, and iPad. 

Price: $4.99/month
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Call of Duty is back bigger and better than ever. This is a complete revamp (not remake) of 
the popular Modern Warfare series- many a fan favorite. Featuring a gripping campaign where 
your decisions affect each scenario, plus engaging multiplayer components built on an entirely 
new engine which elevates the series to new heights- Modern Warfare brings the Call of Duty 
franchise back to true form.

Platinum Games delivers 
an entirely new IP for the 
Nintendo Switch that turns 
out to be a contender for 
best action game of the year 
across any platform. Play 
as a futuristic detective in 
the year 2078, and summon 
your Legion companion to perform devastating Melee and long-range attacks against 
menacing enemies. Enjoy the extremely detailed cyberpunk cell-shaded world solo, or 
share a joy-con and go co-op with a buddy. This is Platinum at their best.

There’s a saying that good things come to those who wait- and 
for Switch owners who waited more than a year for Dragon 
Quest XI, Square Enix made the wait worth it. Feature new 
areas,  and expanded storylines for central characters, plus the 
option to switch to 2D or 3D on the fly- and already astounding 
RPG just got better, plus you can take the entire experience on 
the go.

Gears 5 takes the acclaimed saga in bold new directions. The 
Campaign features stunning graphics and open world elements 
never before charted in a Gears title, with three-player split 
screen co-op play. Horde mode has been overhauled, while the 
new multiplayer Escape mode requires teamwork to escape 
some very challenging vaults.

The Grid series receives a reboot built to take advantage of 
modern hardware. The Arcade/Sim crossover offers a full 
career mode that puts you behind the wheel in FA Racing, GT, 
Invitational, Stock, Touring, and Tuner races on incredibly 
detailed courses- and your rivals will test your maneuverability 
to the max. Meanwhile, the multiplayer options give you 
opportunity to put your pedal to the medal against those you 
know.

One of this year’s most 
anticipated sequels, 
Borderlands 3 delivers the 
fun and the guns. Expect a 
seemingly infinite amount 
of arsenal at your disposal, 
all new enemies, locales, 
vehicles, and mounds of humor weaven in an all new action packed story that the series 
is known to deliver.

Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 
Developer: Infinity Ward     
Publisher: Activision
Platform(s): PC, PS4, XB1

Astral Chain
Developer: Platinum Games
Publisher: Nintendo 
Platform(s): NSW

Borderlands 3
Developer: Gearbox Software 
Publisher: 2K Games 
Platform(s):PC, PS4, STA, XB1

Dragon Quest XI S: 
Echoes of an Elusive 
Age: Definitive Edition

Developer: Square Enix
Publisher: Square Enix

Platform(s): NSW
Gears 5

Developer: The Coalition
Publisher: Xbox Game Studios 

Platform(s): PC, XB1
Grid 2019

Developer:Codemasters
Publisher: Codemasters

Platform(s): PC, PS4, STA, XB1

Upon acquiring the full rights from a series they developed, 
Bungie returns the futuristic fight to the moon, with an 
expansion of epic proportion. With all new terrain, weapons, 
exotic gears, and a completely overhauled armor system, 
Shadowkeep will have you engaged for some time. The base 
game, Destiny 2, is now free to play and included all previous 
content and DLc at no additional costs- exclusively Steam.

Hailed as delivering one of the best story experiences this  
year, Disco Elysium’s tongue-in-cheek humor, expansive open 
world setting, and witty writing leap it to the top of the pack 
and is a must buy for those who love great dialogue, and NPC 
interaction. This expansive isometric adventure challenges your 
intellect, as you take the helm of a detective trying to solve a 
murder case, but must overcome his own struggles.

Doraemon Story of Seasons is a love letter/ crossover that 
places all the familiar faces of the Doraemon series in the 
setting of Marvelous Story of Seasons franchise. Farm, fish, 
raise animals, decorate and customize your home, all while 
participating in festivals and enough events to make u lose 
track of time. The charming aesthetics lend to the game’s 
overall relaxed nature.

Destiny 2: Shadowkeep
Developer: Bungie
Publisher: Bungie 

Platform(s): PC
Disco Elysium

Developer: ZA/UM
Publisher: ZA/UM

Platform(s): PC

Doraemon
Story of Seasons

Developer: Marvelous
Publisher: Bandai Namco Ent.

Platform(s): NSW, PC
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Luigi’s Mansion 3 serves up the thrills and humor in this fun-filled sequel set in a spooky luxurious 
hotel. King Boo is up to no good, and once again the often cowardly, yet determined Luigi must 
set out to free Mario and the rest of the gang. With seventeen floors to explore, including an indoor 
pyramid, disco, and more- Luigi has his hands full. Go at it solo, or local co op with the slippery 
doppelganger Googie. The graphics are a Switch highlight, with a CG like visuals- and real time 
cutscenes. An intense eight player online multiplayer component rounds out this well polished 
package.   

The first Stadia launch 
exclusive comes in the 
form of an Unreal Engine 
4 developed eerie puzzle/
action title that’s giving us 
serious Silent Hill feels, 
with the atmosphere Little 
Nightmares. Choose to 
confront your fears, or hide and escape- but don’t make the wrong choice, as every 
decision has an effect on the story. Can you make it out? 

In Need For Speed: Heat, EA places you in the fictional locale 
Palm City- where day races are legally sanctioned, and you 
can earn money to upgrade all aspects of the 127 cars from 33 
manufacturers. Come nightfall, you can participate in illicit 
street races which increase you reputation, plus this gives 
access to higher quality parts- but it won’t be easy. Not only 
are the challenges tough, but the police will hunt you down 
quickly. The Frostbite 3 engine delivers an experience unlike 
any Need For Speed title before it.

Level-5’s PS3 classic has been remastered, with 4K visuals, or 
enjoy the game at 60fps. Studio Ghibli design and animation 
make you feel like you’re playing an animated movie, while 
the story is engaging, and the real-time battle system still hold 
up today as one of the best. PC, PS4, and Xbox One get the 
remaster, while the Nintendo Switch get a port of the PPS3 
original  for play on the go.

Apple Arcade’s first exclusive is the sequel to the Legend 
of Zelda-inspired, multi-platform hit, Oceanhorn. Running 
on Unreal Engine 4, the visuals in Oceanhorn 2 instantly 
remind you of Breath of the Wild, but the protagonist in this 
adventure won’t set out alone. In fact he’s joined by two other 
companions who will assist  in battle, and use their unique 
abilities to solve puzzles during this epic 15 hour adventure.

From the developers of the 
acclaimed hit Skull Girls, 
Indivisible is an action rpg/
platformer that uniquely 
stands out in the genre. 
The hand drawn sprites and 
animation are top notch, the 
battles are intense, and there are plenty of allies to accompany the main protagonist 
Anja- a no-nonsense girl who would fit perfect as a Skull Girl- instead she’s out to save 
the world. 

Luigi’s Mansion 3
Developer:Next Level Games
Publisher: Nintendo
Platform(s): NSW

GYLT
Developer: Tequila Works 
Publisher: Tequila Works 
Platform(s): STA

Indivisible
Developer: Lab Zero Games
Publisher: 505 Games
Platform(s): NSW, PS4, XB1, PC

Need For Speed: Heat
Developer: Ghost Games 
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Platform(s): PC, PS4, XB1

Ni No Kuni: Wrath 
of the White Witch 
Remastered

Developer: Level-5, QLOC
Publisher:Bandai Namco Ent.

Platform(s): NSW, PC, PS4, XB1
Oceanhorn 2: Knights 
of the Lost Realm

Developer: Cornfox & Bros
Publisher: Cornfox & Bros

Platform(s): AAR

If this is one of the directions Nintendo’s taking the Switch, 
I’m all for it. A complete remake of the 1993 Game Boy Color 
classic, Link’s Awakening features completely overhauled 
graphics that give the overworld, characters, and enemies a toy-
like aesthetic, while retaining the pseudo top-down perspective. 
Charming as ever, plus a  remastered score. If you have never 
played the classic, there’s no excuse now- this is a must buy.

It’s the year of great remakes, and the PS4 exclusive MedEvil 
is no exception.  Resurrecting the PSONE classic from the 
ground up, MedEvil utilizes the power of the PS4 to fully 
realize the Tim-Burton inspired visuals. Take the helm as 
Sir Daniel Fortesque once again in a classic adventure that 
supports native 4K visuals. 

The NBA 2K series has become the quenesesstial basketball 
title for some time now.  NBA 2K 2020 ups the ante with new 
physics, better graphics, and the inclusion of all twelve WNBA 
teams- a first for the series. Classic teams have also been 
updated, plus the MyGym and MyLeague modes return bigger 
and better than ever.

The Legend of Zelda: 
Link’s Awakening

Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

Platform(s): NSW
MediEvil 

Developer: Other Ocean
Publisher: SIEA

Platform(s): PS4
NBA 2K20

Developer: Visual Concepts 
Publisher:2K Games

Platform(s): NSW, PS4, XB1, PC
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As the world stood still waiting to see what famed Metal Gear creator Hideo Kojima would create 
next after exiting Konami, Death Stranding is finally here and nothing short of spectacular. You 
play as Sam bridges, a courier et out to network and assist remote cities after the United States 
has been transformed into an apocalyptic landscape by otherworldly creatures. You’ll need to 
to utilize stealth, sometimes hand to hand combat, vehicles, and a variety of tools and abilities 
to combat these creatures, but watch out- MULE (an organization of bandits) threatens you 
objective at every turn. The game is a stunning coup, running on a customized Decima engine-the 
same engine responsible for Horizon: Zero Dawn.  

PC Gamers rejoice- Red 
Dead Redemption comes 
out guns blazing, with a PC 
port that features a number 
of enhancements over 
its console counterparts. 
Uncapped frame rates, HDR/4K support, higher quality textures and effects, plus 
widescreen/multi monitor support. A definitive way to play a story rich, western setting, 
massive open world adventure that has no dull moments.

The Outer Worlds continues Obsidian Entertainment’s track 
record of delivering unique single player experiences with 
strong writing, humor- oh and guns. The quirky retro/futuristic 
adventure/rpg has you traversing planets and colonies on the 
edge of our solar system. A threat to wipe out your destination 
places you in the position to prevent this from happening. With 
tons of weapon/gear customization,colorful graphics, and a more 
light hearted yet serious approach parallel but different to what 
the Fallout series offers, The Outer Worlds is a top holiday find. 

The Touryst is an adventure/simulation/puzzle/platforming title 
that encourages exploration. After arriving at your vacation spot, 
you have the freedom to surf, play arcade games, go shopping, 
attend beach parties, and more. Things begin to shake up as you 
explore caves, underwater areas, and exotic location-s where 
the game introduces a myriad of platforming challenges and 
puzzles. Once again Sin’en flexes its development chops on 
switch with a fluid 60fps, and charming graphics style. This is 
certainly an indie experience you don’t want to miss.

If someone were to say a few years ago that I’d be able to play 
the entire Withcer 3 experience on the go I’d never believe 
it- but the wizards at CD Projekt have delivered everything 
for the debut of the series non a Nintendo platform. All DLC 
expansions and extra content are all here on a single cartridge.. 
Still one of the best RPGs to date, Switch owners who have 
never played though this captivating tale are in for a thrill.

Who says video games aren’t 
productive? Leave it to 
Nintendo to create a unique 
fitness experience/adventure 
game that’s actually fun. 
Utilizing a ring and leg strap, 
each fitted with a JoyCon- you’ll make your way through the colorful landscapes. 
Eventually, you’ll run into enemies, and bosses where turn-based rpg/fitness battles test 
your skill. The areas are divided into multiple courses, and you’ll gain xp rewards for 
completion.

Death Stranding
Developer:Kojima Productions 
Publisher: 505 Games
Platform(s): PS4

Red Dead 
Redemption 2
Developer: Tequila Works 
Publisher: Tequila Works 
Platform(s): STA

Ring Fit 
Adventure
Developer: Lab Zero Games
Publisher: 505 Games
Platform(s): NSW, PS4, XB1, PC

The Outer Worlds
Developer:Obsidian Ent.

Publisher: Private Division
Platform(s): PC, PS4, XB1

The Touryst
Developer: Shin’en Multimedia
Publisher: Shin’en Multimedia

Platform(s): NSW
The Witcher 3: Wild 

Developer:CD Projekt
Publisher:CD Projekt

Platform(s):NSW

The wait is over for fans who’ve been yearning for a sequel 
to 2001’s smash hit Shenmue 2. Ryo Hazuki is back Shenmue 
3, and is determination as ever in finding his father’s killer. 
The game is during the early 80’s in China, and Ryo will court 
love interests, train for combat, assist npc characters, all while 
searching for intel leads to his father’s murderer. PS4 player 
and PC (via Epic Games Store) are in for a truly cinematic 
experience.

Take Silent Hill, thrown in a dash of Resident Evil, and a 
splash of Until Dawn- and you’ve got the downright scary 
concoction Song of Horror. This PC exclusive enables you to 
take control of multiple characters, as you research a haunted 
house to find a missing novelist and his assistant. The game 
features an AI system that learns your actions, and responds to 
the decisions made. If fear is detected you better watch out.

While recent Star Wars titles have been excellent, it’s been a 
while since we’ve had a game more focused on the single player 
experience. Enter Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order, a third-person 
adventure games based on the events after Episode 3: Revenge 
of the Sith.  With platforming elements similar to that of Tomb 
Raider/Uncharted, combat akin to God of War, and arguably the 
best looking Star Wars title to date, Fallen Order seems to fill the 
void that fans have been wanting for ages. 

Shenmue 3
Developer: YS NET

Publisher: Deep Silver
Platform(s): PC, PS4

Song of Horror
Developer: Protocol Games 

Publisher: Raiser Games
Platform(s): PC

Star Wars Jedi:  
Fallen Order

Developer: Respawn Ent.
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Platform(s): PC, PS4, XB1
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The follow up and continuation to the massive Ghost Recon: 
Wildlands, Breakpoint takes place in the fictional setting of 
Auroa. The map is larger than Wildlands, and this time you’ll 
need to rely heavily on survival elements- as enemies will hunt 
you down in even bigger groups than  before. Choose from four 
character classes, and conquer intense air, land, and sea battles. 
For the first time in the franchise you’ll also undergo massive 
raids.

The first core Pokémon  experience on Nintendo Switch casts 
players in the all new Britain-based Galar region. New story, 
new starters, new Pokémon and returning Pokemon round out 
an expansive landscape filled with grassy regions, water areas, 
caves, snowy hilltops, and more. Customize your avatar, camp 
with your Pokémon  to increase their abilities- then participate 
online in the Battle Stadium. Unleash all-new Gigantamax 
transformations to gain momentum in epic battles.

Coming from the studio behind the cult classics Machinarium 
and Samorost, Pilgrim keeps good company. In this light 
hearted adventure, you set out across a landscape collecting 
various items that you’ll use to complete tasks/puzzles and  
befriend the land’s many inhabitants. The hand drawn art style 
is charming, the dialogue is funny, and with so many ways to 
complete the game- replay value is high.

Ghost Recon: 
Breakpoint

Developer: Ubisoft Paris
Publisher: Ubisoft

Platform(s): PC, PS4, STA, XB1
Pokémon Sword and 
Pokémon Shield

Developer: Gamefreak
Publisher: The Pokémon Co.

Platform(s): NSW
Pilgrims

Developer: Amanita Design
Publisher: Amanita Design

Platform(s): AAR, PC



Unlike traditional weight rooms at your local 
muscle factory, Tonal doesn’t need physical 
weights. All it needs is electricity. The machine 
uses an electromagnetic resistance engine to 
generate the opposing force needed for the ca-
bles to give your biceps a rough time.

Aly Orady, the CEO and brains behind Ton-
al, used his engineering background to come 
up with the concept of a digital weight-based 
system after losing 70 pounds and quitting his 
tech job.

“I needed to figure out a way to keep the weight 
off and make working out part of my job”, says 
Orady, who built the first prototype in his apart-
ment roughly three years ago. He says Tonal 
is the first machine of its type to use this type 
digital weights rather than old fashioned metal 
plates and gravity.

Tonal’s built-in trainer works better than your 
fitness app The hardware was just one part 
of the equation. Aly knew Tonal also needed 

the level of guidance you get from a personal 
trainer at the gym.The coach demos the move 
you’re about to do, and then you join in. But 
Tonal takes it to the next level, because the ma-
chine knows when you’re engaging the cables, 
it can count reps for you, and the coach actu-
ally waits for you to finish your reps before 
moving on to the next exercise. The machine 
may not be able to correct your form, like a re-
al-life trainer would, but it feels a lot more in-
teractive than just following along with a demo 
video on my phone.The training system comes 
with eight different coaches — who are elite 
personal trainers in real life — to guide you 
through workouts to bulk up, trim down or get 
stronger or all of the above after the exercise it 
will give you a fitness assessment. Tonal will 
have you do a few different exercises to deter-
mine how much I should be lifting to achieve 
different personal goals.

Tonal also gives you the option to mix it up by 
adding different attachments to the arms like 
a bar or rope to target different muscles and 

because the machine has real-time feedback 
about how much you’re lifting, the speed and 
even the quality of each rep, it can react by 
either increasing or lowering the cables’ resis-
tance.Tonal is also designed to keep track of 
your progress over time and modify the exer-
cises and resistance as you get stronger rather 
than just repeating the same old gym routine. 
That should give you a more efficient workout 
with faster results.Speaking of results this will 
cost $2,995 a $250 installation fee, the option-
al $500 dollar accessory kit plus a $49 month-
ly fee for the personal training service, so all in 
you are in for a $3,740 investment.This gives 
you an unlimited number of accounts which 
each person using Tonal will get a custom-
ized routine.Tonal may end up getting more 
features down the line. Orady said that future 
software updates bring more specialized train-
ing programs and could potentially unlock the 
other sensors, mics and cameras currently in 
the machine.
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Tonal The New In-Home Digital Gym






